Get Australia’s most sought-after corruption
books ... before they are banned again!!!
Find out why several Australian governments, police forces and other rich and powerful people have spent millions of dollars trying to stop people like you from reading
these books. Find out why even now in 2001 Victoria’s Attorney General, the dishonourable Rob Hulls is yet again trying to have Raymond Hoser, Australia’s leading investigative author jailed and his corruption books banned.
Find out why Hoser is also Australia’s most frequently litigated and most plagiarized
corruption author.
Find out why even now, in 2001, police in at least two Australian States (NSW/Victoria)
are still regularly raiding bookshops and (illegally) demanding that no “Hoser corruption books” be sold.
After over 50 unsuccessful legal actions against Hoser and his publishers all books
can now be legally sold. But for how much longer ... we cannot say!
… But you may still have trouble getting them in your local bookshop … many are still
too intimidated by the authorities to sell them - in spite of the huge public demand.
Until and unless Hulls succeeds in having Hoser jailed and his publishing company
liquidated, you can buy any or all of Australia’s most sought-after corruption books
direct from the publisher or a number of top-rating internet sites.
The books are:

Taxi: Indecent Exposures 520 pp. Crime, corruption, scams, sex ... Real life stuff! ...
“Insane - but all true” Geoffrey Estry - Taxi Driver 20 years ($33 add $7 postage)
Taxi-2: More Indecent Exposures 504 pp. If it’s too crude, rude, obscene or indecent ...
it’s in here! - including what “normal” people aren’t meant to know ($33 add $7 post.)
Victoria Police Corruption 736 pp. The book that took Victoria by storm, caused the
demise of the Kennett government, started a Royal Commission and created an unprecedented mass-exodus of hundreds of police ($33 add $7 postage)
Victoria Police Corruption - 2 800 pp. The book that finally lifted the lid on police and
political protection of pedophile judges Australia-wide, recent corruption in the NSW
and Queensland Police forces, prisons and more ($33 add $7 postage)
Smuggled 160 pp. Ban lifted in June 1993 and since then it’s consistently been a benchmark text and a huge-seller ($22 add $7 postage)
Smuggled-2 280 pp. The book that precipitated the beginning of the end of the corruption-ridden Goss government in Queensland ($27.50 add $7 postage)
The Hoser Files 322 pp. A “must read” for anyone wanting to know about corruption in
the political and legal systems in Australia ($22 add $7 postage)
“The Hoser Collection” - (all seven above books - over a million words) at the
concessional rate of $200 (save $52.50)
To order your copies (prices above include GST), send cheques, money orders or credit
card details (with a contact phone number in case of query) to Kotabi Publishing (ABN
84 007 395 048), PO Box 599, Doncaster, Victoria, 3108, Australia.
Phone orders to: 0412-777-211
For reviews, further details, or online orders visit:
www.corruptionbooks.com
www.smuggled.com

